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About Me



Introduce
Hi, I'm an android developer and a 
UI-UX designer I learn to code since 15 
and now I consider myself an 
intermediate and I still aim to become 
an expert, I live in Jakarta so that's a 
major city,  I love to collaborate with 
others on various project and activity,  
Converse in communication manners 
and I speak two languages 




I am proffesionally converse in matters, 
I can develop mobile apps and design 
UI - UX using various tools.

Below you may see my past works for 
the last three years, I may disclaim that 
most of this project were taken from 
school task, freelance, internship 
program, side project, etc



Most of the work i have is being made 
from designing, coding, architectural, 
research, etc

Portfolio And Experience



Skills

 1. Firebase 
2. Android Studio
3. Visual Studio Code
4. Figma
5. Github
6. Sublime Text
7. Kotlin



Projects



Audio Player

Experience music like never before. Music gets you closer to 
the songs, albums and artists you love. Get unlimited access to 
millions of songs and your entire music library. All completely 
ad-free and available across all your devices. There’s no 
commitment - cancel anytime.



Weight App



Blog
This is my own article when I was assigned to make an 
article


1. Thermal Scanner


This article explains what a thermal scanner is and why 
it is needed during this pandemic




Blog

2. Understanding of its 
function and syntax


In this article, explain the meaning of PHP, its functions 
and syntax



Blog

3. the importance of 
consistency in work



in this article, it explains how important consistency is in 
creating




Blog

4. Framework PHP Laravel 
and CodeIgniter



in this article describes the use of framework and 
codeigniter




Blog

5. Explanation between swiftui 
and storyboard (AUTO Layout)



in this article, explain between swiftui and storyboard




Experience



Internship

Juke Solutions

i interned there with my friend and we got into a tech 
solution juke company, we were given a project where we 

had to make a project for about 6 months





AETRA

This application was made by a part of the team from the 
Juke Solutions company and also a part of the team from PT 
AETRA and I also participated in helping to make an 
application in the design section for 3 months.



Bank Index

This application was made by a part of the team from the 
Juke Solutions company and also a part of the team from 
Bank Index and I also participated in helping to make an 
application in the design section for 3 months.



Trainer

IDN Mengajar

In 2018, our batch got an assignment from the school 
coach, which is to teach schools from outside, and what 
we teach to outside schools is augmented reality unity.




IDN Leadership Camp
when i first entered IDN, of course we didn’t learn 
right away, surely we were doing an activity that 
could make us know each other, so the first time 
we entered we were told to join the leadership 
camp





IDN Leadership Camp

of course, before implementing the leadership 
camp agenda, we have to get to know teachers who 
work there first, so the first event will also be the 
opening of the leadership camp agenda



IDN Leadership Camp

Not to forget, our leadership camp even was 
hosted by seniors, teachers, and also the TNI



IDN Leadership Camp
the following is the agenda fot the Leadership 
Camp



Outbound



Wet Outbound



Health Education from TNI



Preparation to go hiking 
and camping in mountains



learning about first aid with 
the TNI



the following is a 
documentation of the 
agenda carried out at the 
camping site



build a tent for the night



Eating Together



Rest in Rest 
Area





Tahfidz Camp UBK
after the holidays after Intership we go back to 
school but before our school there is an agenda 
called the tahfidz camp , and this time the tahfidz 
camp is held at the UBK Islamic Boarding School



Opening of UBK 
Tahfidz Camp



Eating Together



Tafsir Lessons



Tahfidz 
Memorization



Refreshing to 
Curug



Warming up



Outbound





Closing the UBK 
tahfidz camp



Committee
i was once a teaching committee at IDN, as an 
equipments committee, my job as a committee is 
to take care of things that are lacking and tidy up 
and prepare a place to teach



Earnings

Rp. 3.800.000



Achievements



English Certificate



Tahfidz Certificate



Its a wrap!
Its been a good three years, Thank you for your 
read, I know it looks like a mess of complicated 
strings put togetther into a single book but! i 
hope you’d get insipired and try to be a great 
but~ dont be better than me ;)



The Last
i am very grateful to allah subhanahu wata ala because 
with the permission of allah subhanahu wata ala i can 

have knowledge like now



i also thanks my parents who have always prayed for and 
supported me so that i could have useful knowledge



and i thanks the teachers idn who taught me very useful 
knowledge

maybe this is the END of the struggle n the world of 
schooling, but the BEGINNING in my new world


